Introducing the Ocean Institute’s newest addition:

MADDIE JAMES SEASIDE LEARNING CENTER
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“Years ago, my mom took me and my brothers to Laguna Beach to
dreamed about this my entire life. As soon as we arrived, I dived in,
rolling and tumbling in the surf. No sooner had I done this when I
glanced up to see huge shapes gliding a hundred yards off the beach,
just past the waves. I realized to my astonishment that these were
the great California gray whales I had read about, migrating down
them swim down the coast until I couldn’t see them any longer, and
when my head cleared, I thought I had been given a glimpse through a
window to another world. Now, as the years have passed, I am certain
I was given a gift. The wonder of the sea and the magic of childhood
came together for the briefest of moments. But I’ve also learned
that it doesn’t take a whale swimming in front of you to make that
connection to the sea. That, if anything, is what Maddie James wants
us to remember. The simple act of loving our ocean -- and sharing that
love – is everything we need to save it.”
- Wyland,
Ocean Institute Board Member,
Ocean Artist
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Provide Solutions to Ecological Problems:
As part of a state-wide project, students
will be involved in raising White Sea Bass
for release into local coastal waters to
supplement this threatened resource.

Conduct Experiments to Gather Data:

Examine the Concept of Biodiversity: A

equipment to measure water quality, drive
ROVs, and listen to sounds of the harbor.

collected aboard our research vessel.

New facilities inside the laboratory include:

New facilities inside the laboratory include:

2 R/V SEA EXPLORER

a. Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher, LLP
Technology Testing Lab

a. John & Michelle Williams Marine
Specimen Holding Tank

Voyage to Sea on a Floating Lab: A 65-foot
research vessel equipped with state-ofscientists to view marine wildlife at sea
and sample specimens from the ocean.

3 BIOLUMINESCENCE OBSERVATION AREA
View the Underwater Nightlife: Students
witness the beautiful phenomenon of
bioluminescence as underwater lighting

Monitor underwater activity by
recording audio and video.
b. Masson Family Foundation Water
Quality Testing Station
Discover impacts on coastal ecosystems
by operating digital tablet tools.

Study specimens in this aquarium
equipped with aeration and seawater.

6 OCEAN SCIENCE LANDING
Draw Inspiration from the Harbor
Environment: A multi-purpose teaching
platform used for interactive science
exploration and as a staging area for
ocean voyages.
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10 HMS CAPATAX & CO. LONGBOAT

Explore a Tallship: A traditionally built,
accurate replica of a 1770s privateer used
during the American Revolution, where
students experience life at sea and engage
in shipboard activities.

Lower a Longboat to Journey to Shore:
Using a block-and-tackle purchase system,
students demonstrate how sailors prepare
their small vessel for a sea to shore
venture.

8 SAND DOLLAR GUILD BOATHOUSE

11 BILL & DEBBY STEEL HOIST
AND HAIL CAPSTAN STATION

Maneuver through History and Experience
the Trade of the 1830s: Chronicling the
settlement and activity in the early days
of Alta California, young “greenhands”
immerse themselves into the historic age
of sail.

9 BRYAN & JEANNE STIRRAT CARGO BOOM
Hoist Cargo from Shore to Ship: Students
use mechanics of the past to discover how
historic maritime technology eases the
loading of trade materials.

Raise the Anchor: Sing chanteys as your
crew turns the capstan round and round.

12 CAROL & TIM MCMAHON
MAST AND SAIL STATION
Raise a Square-Rigged Sail: Hoist and set
employing historic maritime technology.

even birds, that come out to feast at night.

We would like to thank the following organizations for their generous donations in making the Maddie James Seaside Learning Center come to life:
City of Dana Point, County of Orange, Maddie James Foundation, California Coastal Conservancy and the State of California – Parks Water Bond 2006.

